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How to participate in EURES TMS



Employer self-registration
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EURESmobility.anpal.gov.it

Employer self-registration

Go to the 
project 
website 

And… 

STEP 
n. 1
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Enter the 
required

data 

Employer self-registration
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STEP 
n. 2



Check your
email and 

confirm your
account

Employer self-registration
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STEP 
n. 3



Enter again in 
the EURES 

TMS platform
using your
credentials

Employer self-registration
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STEP 
n. 4



Complete the 
registration

form entering
other relevant
required data 

Employer self-registration
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STEP 
n. 5



Employer self-registration

Select the EURES 
TMS Adviser with 

whom you are 
already in 

contact. If you are 
not in contact 

with any Adviser 
please skip this

step
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STEP 
n. 6



Employer self-registration

Click on 
continue 

to confirm
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STEP 
n. 7



Employer self-registration

Here is the email you receive
after your registration

Wait for the email 
confirming that your
company is eligible

in EURES TMS
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STEP 
n. 8



Few questions to check your eligibility in EURES TMS

Are you a large-sized organization or SME (small and medium 
enterprise) located in the EU country, Iceland or Norway?
Are you looking for the best EU candidate with a specific set of 
skills?
Can you offer a job, apprenticeship, or traineeship position 
compliant with national labour and social protection laws and 
ensuring adequate protection and benefits?
Are you proposing a fair mobility experience?
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Employer registration after receiving an invitation
from EURES-TMS@anpal.gov.it
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Employer registration after receiving an invitation from 
EURES-TMS@anpal.gov.it

Here is the email 
inviting you to 

register in EURES 
TMS platform

Carla Neri

Follow the next
steps to join 
EURES TMS 

project!
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Employer registration after receiving an invitation from 
EURES-TMS@anpal.gov.it

Open 
EURESmobility.anpal.gov.it

website and enter your
email and password you

received from EURES TMS 
email

STEP 
n. 1

mailto:EURES-tms@anpal.gov.it


Complete the 
registration

form by 
entering all

relevant
required data

Employer registration after receiving an invitation 
fromEURES-TMS@anpal.gov.it
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STEP 
n. 2



Check your
mailbox and find

out the email 
confirming that
your profile is

active

Employer registration after receiving an invitation 
fromEURES-TMS@anpal.gov.it
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STEP 
n. 3



Employer registration after receiving an invitation 
fromEURES-TMS@anpal.gov.it
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Set your new 
password

STEP 
n. 4



Employer registration after receiving an 
invitation fromEURES-TMS@anpal.gov.it

Ready to 
start? 

Make a 
choice!

1st option: you can delegate your EURES TMS 
Adviser to operate in the project platform on 

your beahalf (your role will be just to sign with 
OTP the application forms, if any). Please, open 

Associated advisers section and
Read more 

2nd option: if you prefer to manage the 
project platform procedures by yourself,  

please start and fill in the vacancy form by 
clicking on Add job vacancy section.

Read more 
Consider that you can delegate your EURES 
TMS Adviser at a later time, whenever you

want!

OR
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How to delegate your Adviser 
for the platform procedures 



1. Login into the project 
dashboard 

2. Select Associated 
Advisers

3. Flag the Adviser name and 
click on Assign delegation

How to delegate your EURES TMS Adviser for the 
platform procedures 
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How to add
a job vacancy on the platform



How to add a job vacancy on the platform (1/4)

1. Open your
dashboard 

2. Select Add Job 
vacancy

3. Enter all requested data 4. Select Continue
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Click the 
arrow 3 times 
to open the 
three-level 
menu!

Please note: the Starting and 
Ending Date refer to the days of 

selection and NOT to the contract
starting and ending date

How to autonomously add a job vacancy on the 
platform (2/4)
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How to add a job vacancy on the platform (3/4) 

Highly recommended: if you 
have any doubts about the 
information on the vacancy 

form, save a draft!

SAVE DRAFT: This is a draft 
version that allows you to 
change the data you have

already entered

CONFIRM: This is the definitive version
that allows you to start the selection. 
Entered data cannot be changed, but
you may add other position/s or 
extend the selection dates. Read the 
following slides!
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How to add a job vacancy on the platform (4/4)
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Here is the email you
receive after you

confirm your vacancy 
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What happens next? 

An Adviser checks the vacancy and approves or 
sends it back for review to the Employer to modify 

the request. Once accepted, the Employer will 
receive an email to the registered email address.

Then, the Adviser selects a list of suitable 
candidates and sends it to the Employer through 

the platform



Where you can find suitable candidates
selected by the EURES TMS Adviser 

for your vacancy



Where you can find suitable candidates selected by 
a EURES TMS Adviser for your vacancy

1. Open
Job vacancies

2. Pick validated
published/not published

Nurse

Doctor

What about a published
vacancy? On the basis of 

the specific selection needs, 
your Adviser can choose to 

publish the vacancy in 
order to allow candidates to 

self apply
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Where you can find suitable candidates selected by a 
EURES TMS Adviser for your vacancy

5. Pick the candidate 
name

3. Select
the vacancy

4. Click on List of 
Candidates

Doctor

Please note here you can 
see which candidates are 
proposed by the Adviser, 

check CVs, desired 
positions and invite them 

for an interview!
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How to schedule an online/onsite Interview 



How to schedule an online/onsite interview (1/3)

1. Select the 
candidate

This step is necessary in order to 
proceed with a Job Interview: if 
you do not need to meet the 
candidate for a job interview,  
skip this step!
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How to schedule an online/onsite interview (2/3)

4. Click on schedule 
an Interview

2. Open
Job vacancies

3. Select Validated not
published or Published

ACFRFTGTRTTT     NINA                   BIANCHI                SELECTED



The JS receives an email 
including all the details
the Employer provides

through this form!

5. Enter the requested data
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How to schedule an online/onsite interview (3/3)



How to activate the Interview Benefit for the 
selected candidate



How to activate the Interview Benefit for the selected
candidate

Jean                              Smith

3. Pick the candidate 
name1. Open Interviews

2. Select
the vacancy

4. Click on Activate
Interview Benefit
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How to fill in a job interview invitation



How to fill in a job interview invitation (1/5) 

Bianchi

1.  Select Interviews
on the menu

2. Pick the candidate 
name
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How to fill in a job interview invitation (2/5) 

3. Open Benefit 
request, then select

Interview

Margherita Bianchi

4.  Pick the 
candidate name ID 

request

5. Click on Form list
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How to fill in a job interview invitation (3/5) 

6. Click on View and fill out
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7.  Click on Print & Download

8.  Click on Confirm with OTP and enter
the code you receive by email

How to fill in a job interview invitation (4/5) 
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How to fill in a job interview invitation (5/5) 

Dear Nina, congrats!
You are selected for a job interview ONSITE for the vacancy n.1082 as test, offered by Employer.

The interview will be held on 08/02/2022 at 15:30, in Rome.
The Company will NOT cover costs related to it.
If should be any unforeseen circumstances you can turn to the Employer contact: '@1234'.

One of EURES-TMS Adviser will contact you as soon as possible for giving you more information on the following steps.

We inform you that you can access to the benefit requests on our platform to be interviewed more easily.
Keep this mail as a reference.

Best regards,
The project team
EURES National Coordination Office Italy

Here is the email the JS receives after 
your invitation!
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After the invitation has been completed, the          
jobseeker can fill out his/her benefit request.

To learn more about this measure, follow the 
jobseeker instructions and watch the video in the 

guide section:
https://EURESmobility.anpal.gov.it/tools/



How to recruit a Jobseeker



How to recruit a Jobseeker (1/3)

1. Select Job vacancies 
validated, not

published or published

3. Open List of 
candidates and 
select JS name

2. Pick the job 
vacancy 4. Click on Recruit

Nina Bianchi
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All entered data in this form are used
for monitoring purpose, check them
before saving!

How to recruit a Jobseeker (not delegating companies) 
(2/3)
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How to recruit a Jobseeker (not delegating companies) 
(3/3)

Here is the email the JS 
receives after recruitment!

Nurse
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How to apply for Integration Programme



Are you interested on how beneficiares can apply for 
financial benefits? Please, refer to the dedicated
instructions!
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1b6Zs_ZAu
mRvo9CiZcgSjfWA2UG3kpqM5

Instructions are availble also in the EURES TMS website: 
https://EURESmobility.anpal.gov.it/tools/

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1b6Zs_ZAumRvo9CiZcgSjfWA2UG3kpqM5
https://euresmobility.anpal.gov.it/tools/


Any doubts or questions? 
Please contact the Help Desk:

EURES-TMS@anpal.gov.it


